Inspecting the ongoing streetscaping works in and around Miyapur Metro station on Saturday (29.04.2017), MD, HMRL Mr.NVS Reddy instructed HMRL engineers to provide world class facilities at the Metro station areas as desired by the Chief Minister Mr.K.Chandrasekhar Rao. Resolving several field level issues, the following instructions/decisions were given by the MD:

- The new storm water pipe drain being laid by HMRL in Miyapur station area shall be connected with proper cross drains and it shall be ensured that there is no water stagnation in the station area.
- All the encroachments shall be removed immediately and the area shall be provided with state-of-the-art footpaths, street furniture, bus bays, auto bays, etc.
- Large areas of quality public space shall be created in the 2 km stretch between Miyapur and Hydernagar as the new "Raahgiri" venue, complete with children’s play area, yoga and exercise zone, forgotten village games zone, etc., for all the age groups to exercise, relax and enjoy. Special facilities shall be created for children and general public to participate in street art, graffiti, etc.
- The service lane being created by HMRL between the main road and the Metro depot shall be carefully aligned keeping in mind the existing water main line.
- A good plantation scheme with a mix of ornamental and avenue plants shall be developed to improve the overall aesthetics of the area.
- Subdued lighting arrangements shall be made to highlight the facilities and the large granite stone wall of Metro Rail depot.
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Chief Engineer, HMRL Mr. Md. Ziauddin; Chief Electrical Engineer Mr. DVS Raju; Superintending Engineer Mr. M. Vishnuvardhan Reddy; General Manager (Works) Mr. BN Rajeshwar; Architect Mr. Sankar Narayan and other senior engineers and officers of HMRL participated in the inspection.
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